Remove Your Dependency on Redundant InfoPath Technology with FlowForma
In January 2014, Microsoft
announced that their
investment in InfoPath had
come to an end. With many
companies heavily invested
in InfoPath as a solution for
electronic forms, it’s now
the time to move towards
new technology designed
for the web-savvy and
mobile workforce.

The Challenge
Microsoft will cease support for
InfoPath in 2024, but a greater
concern may be that InfoPath does
not offer features that maximize
the benefits of modern technology.
Therefore, technical solutions built on
InfoPath are inferior to those built on
modern platforms.
Migrating InfoPath solutions onto
alternative platforms can seem a
daunting task. FlowForma Process
Automation accelerates the migration
of business process steps and form
fields in one simple environment.

FlowForma vs InfoPath
FlowForma Process Automation
accelerates migration as it
•
allows secure access to forms
from anywhere using your web
browser.
•
stores information centrally and
securely in SharePoint.
•
provides built in workflow and no
need for external workflow.
•
is a no-code model removing the
need for assistance from IT.
•
builds forms which are accessible
on desktop and mobile devices.
•
generates documents with ease,
including all your form data.

The FlowForma Approach
Dedicated to making the complex
simple, FlowForma recommends
using our no-code designer, which
allows you to build replacement forms
in a fraction of the original time, with
built-in form features that grants 		
better end user experience.
For large scale InfoPath replacements,
involving many InfoPath forms,
FlowForma can accelerate the
migration. The FlowForma tool can
accept an InfoPath form template as
an input, interpret the template and
auto-populate fields onto steps and
questions. Users can then adjust the
mapping to accurately replicate the
form function and finishing touches
can be applied in FlowForma using
the no-code designer.
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